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INTRODUCTION

The Bremer Toto und Lotto GmbH (BTL) welcomes the opportunity to participate in the European

Commission consultation on geo-blocking and other geographically-based restrictions when

shopping and accessing information in the EU.

In our submission, we focus on set of questions 2 which is addressed to “traders“ and which is of

relevance for us.

ABOUT US

As a state lottery organizer the Bremer Toto und Lotto GmbH bear the responsibility for safe and

reliable gambling in the state of Bremen, Germany. Qur actions are not profit oriented; instead, our

main focus is in the active protection of the people from the negative consequences of gambling.

In addition, the excess profits made go towards the promotion of the common good. Areas that have

profited from this financial support out of Iottery means are environmental protection, sports, culture,

and youth and social affairs. Our products offer a fair chance for winnings at small stakes.

Transparency and reliability of state-run gambling enable our customers to trust in us, to enjoy and

have fun gambling, and at the same time do something for the common good of the population of

Bremen. We offer gambling services offline and also operate online.
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Answer to questions addressed to “traders“ (set of questions 2 of the consultation)

In the field of gambting, Member States are due to the subsidiarity-principle free to set up their own

gambling regime in line with a gambling policy they see fit for their own citizens and taking into

account national specificities like cultural habits. The subsidiarity-principle ensures the protection of

the consumer in accordance with policies Set by Member State public authorities reflecting the

culturally diverse nature of gambling.

The specific nature of gambling, with its specific need for consumer protection and public order is in

the primary competence of the Member States. This fact has been recognized by the European

Parliament, the Court of Justice of the EU and the Council.

In the field of gambling it should be up to Member States to assess and decide whether

geographically-based restrictions should or could be used as part of their gambling regulatory

framework.

We would be pleased to provide the Commission with any support it might need to address these

issues.

Best Regards

2
Michael Barth, Managing Director

Bremer Toto und Lob GmbH


